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Simple Tips to Unlocking 
Better Communication, 

Confidence and Clarity for 
Your Child
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You may be wondering how I can help your child gain better 
communication, confidence and more clarity, but first let me tell 
you how we got here. 

Over the past several years hearing in the news and research 
showing that more and more children are being diagnosed with 
different disorders of the brain including ADD/ADHD, Autism, 
developmental delays, dyslexia, learning disabilities and the list 
goes on and on. 
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What does this ultimately mean? Simply stated 
it can be really difficult for a family creating a 
lot more stress and anxiety due to the 
challenges of wanting to make things right, 
helping children succeed and at the same time 
taking care of other children, work 
responsibilities and other activities that 
demand so much time and energy. I have seen 
the frustration, the fatigue and sleepless 
nights, the confusion on who to listen to and 
having a hard time knowing what treatment, 
therapy or program may be best for my child? 
And of course, the other option is to do 
nothing at all. Which at times sounds good 
considering it can be hard, but having 
interacted and served the many families I have 
I see the incredible amount of love, sacrifice, 
dedication, time, money, commitment and 
hard work that parents of children with 
difficult challenges will invest. 

I applaud, honor and am amazed by you and 
even though your child doesn’t see all of your 
hard work, prayers and sacrifice they are 
extremely blessed to have a mother like you! 
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A Mother who doesn’t quit 
or give up, but who 

maintains hope and seeks 
answers on how to provide a 

better future for her child! 
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The Good News…

You don’t have to settle and just accept your current situation as 
your lot in life. You don’t need to only focus on learning coping 
mechanisms – however helpful and important - that help our 
child figure out how to live in this world as well as coping 
strategies for the family members to know what to expect and 
how to live with a child, brother or sister that truly makes life 
more challenging than it already is. 

There are solutions for 
you, and there are many 
people that have 
overcome their fears 
and embraced the 
opportunity to start 
making those changes 
for the lives of their 
children to live and 
become the best version 
of themselves possible. 
This is what parents 
hope for and yearn for. 
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I love celebrating with mothers and fathers for the success their 
child is having and I love it when they share with me…
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These are only a few of the stories I hear on a regular basis as I 
go through this journey together with the families that I serve. 
This too can become your reality with your child! 

The Three keys to help us have the success with our challenging 
children that we all want: 

1. Mindset and Personal Responsibility

2. Understanding Food and What to Avoid and What to Include 
in our Diet

3. Remove the Interfering Toxins or Chemicals that Could Likely 
be Affecting the Brain of your Child
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Mindset and Personal Responsibility

Is this easy to accomplish? No, it’s not. 

Anything that is worth something there is always a price to be paid, 
just ask any mother about carrying a baby for nine months walking 
around with indigestion, rib pain, hip pain, pelvic pain, difficulty 
sleeping, internal furnace burning and feeling completely exhausted 
which is even more amplified if this isn’t your first child. But, every 
mother would say it was worth it. 

Why? Because of how special it is
to be a mother to a child. It’s 
amazing the amount of love that 
instantly is present as soon as you
first hear that heart beat or feel 
that little foot press against your 
belly and when you first hold that
beautiful child in your arms. 
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This process of helping our children unlock better 
communication, more clarity and confidence is not easy either. 

In some ways it can be more difficult now. During pregnancy you 
ate or drank whatever you felt you needed or craved and your 
baby was a captive audience whether they liked it or not. Now, 
they have their strong will and determination to resist the good 
things we try to give him or her. But be patient in the process 
and don’t give up. 
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“If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go
far, go together.”

- African Proverb

There is an African Proverb that says, “If you want to go fast, go 
alone. If you want to go far, go together.” This proverb has really 
struck me over the past several years as I was trying to 
implement healthier habits and foods to my children. You need 
to understand that when I learn truth and learn of something 
that is good for me then I can quickly make a commitment to 
change and adhere to what is good for me. 

Yet, my family on the other hand will kick and scream if they can’t 
have their ‘Top Ramen’ or their sugar cereals. I received a lot of 
push back even from my wife at first. It was just too much change 
that I wanted to make right away and, in a sense, I was “going 
fast and alone.” With a family of eight I realized that I needed to 
treat this journey like hiking a mountain. 

Sure, I could head straight up and get to the top as soon as 
possible and leave my family behind, but the view at the top 
wouldn’t be as sweet all alone compared to sharing it with my 
loved ones. That isn’t the purpose of having a family! If getting to 
the top as fast as possible and alone was my goal then I should 
have remained single.
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So….

Instead of going straight up the mountain I realized I needed to 
take switchbacks with my family – slow yet progressive actions 
that would eventually get us to the “top of the mountain.” This 
way we will all succeed. If we expect our children to “climb the 
mountain” then we must be willing to lead them. This is a team 
effort through and through. If Mom and Dad aren’t willing to make 
changes for the better then it will be much more difficult for 
children to start making necessary changes for the betterment of 
their health.  

The responsibility is on us 100%. We can’t expect anyone else to 
do it for us. Our happiness and our health are a choice that we can 
make on a daily basis. We can’t expect the government to save us, 
we can’t expect health insurance to help us, but we can have 
assurance in knowing that we have control and are at the helm of 
guiding our “ship.” Like the Chinese Proverb says, “A journey of a 
thousand miles begins with one step.” Make the commitment 
today to become your best self for you and your family!
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Understanding Food and What to Avoid and What 
to Include in our Diet

This is a touchy and sensitive topic for many mothers out there. I 
know there is a lot of shame that is felt at times. And trust me, I 
know that every mother is sincerely trying to do their best when it 
comes to feeding their children. 

One of the biggest challenges that we face though isn’t our fault. 
Our food has been hijacked! 

Companies include all sorts of chemicals and additives that create 
addiction and can ultimately interfere with our brain and 
hormone function along with many other health challenges. Not 
to mention that a lot of the unhealthiest foods are super 
convenient and super cheap. 

So, we need to simplify things, just 
the way mother nature intended. If 
you can’t pronounce the ingredients 
on a Nutrition Label then that’s a 
red flag. The closer we can get to 
eating natural, whole foods the 
better. 
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Below are a few tips to supporting a healthy brain and healthy 
cells: 

-Avoid Glyphosate. Eat Organic. What is glyphosate you say? The 
word that is most familiar to you and I would be, “Round Up.” Yes, 
the weed killer. 

You may now be asking, “Why would anyone want to put poison 
on their food?”

Good question, right?! Unfortunately the majority of our crops 
are sprayed with this chemical which means you and I are 
ingesting it. This is bad because glyphosate has been shown to 
cause “leaky gut” or intestinal permeability. Leaky gut can actually 
lead to many other health challenges like irritable bowel 
syndrome, autoimmune conditions, dementia, chronic fatigue and 
it can even drive unwanted toxins even deeper into our tissues. 
This is why eating organic foods is so often encouraged because it 
is the best way to assure that you won’t get glyphosate on your 
food and into your body.
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-Increase good healthy fats.Good fats are the building blocks of 
our brain and nervous system, our cell membranes, and our 
hormones. Let me give you some examples of good healthy fat 
sources – avocados, eggs (especially the yolk), grass-fed meat, 
organic bone broth, natural butter, ghee, coconut oil, MCT oil, 
fatty fish, nuts, seeds (chia, flax, sesame), extra virgin olive oil, 
natural dairy and cheese and dark chocolate. Some fats to avoid 
that can cause a lot of issues over time – trans fats any oil that is 
hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated, vegetable oils (soybean, 
canola, and safflower).  The problems with these oils is that due to 
the way they are made they are highly unstable, often rancid and 
become toxic trans fats. 

-Avoid processed sugars/foods that cause inflammation. Excess 
amounts of added sugar and refined carbs have been linked to 
inflammation. This can cause inflammation internally which makes 
both things more susceptible and vulnerable. While the small 
amounts of fructose in fruits and vegetables are fine, getting large 
amounts from added sugars is not. 
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Eat Non-GMO. Non-GMO stands for Non-Genetically Modified 
Organisms.  This is food created in a lab. One colleague of mine 
has called them, “Franken-foods.” Our body may eat GMOs and 
feel full, yet it is still starving for real nutrients. Again, the closer 
we can get to mother nature and not man-made foods then we 
will be much better off. 
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Remove the Interfering Toxins/Chemicals that 
Could Likely be Affecting the Brain of your Child

Did you know that the same toxins that affected your great-
grandparents could be in your genes? This was a conclusion from 
some breakthrough research done by Biologist, Michael Skinner. 
He found through animal studies that toxins that affect one animal 
can also be seen in posterity four generations down the line! 
Fascinating to consider that the so called “genetic” problems some 
people have could actually be a result of toxicity from Great 
Grandma. 

In Europe there was a study called the Drasch study which found 
that the amount of mercury amalgam fillings in a mother’s mouth 
corresponded to the amount of mercury in autopsied embryos and 
infants. Really? So, if a mother had any silver fillings in her mouth 
at any time before or during breast feeding or pregnancy then 
there would be a proportional amount of mercury – a heavy metal 
neurotoxin – found in the brain of her child? Unfortunately, The 
answer is yes.
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Other research has even found lead to be a common toxin that is 
passed from Mom to baby. Sadly, many infants are being born with 
higher amounts of toxicity causing many of our children to be 
predisposed to neurological challenges including Autism, 
ADD/ADHD, Dyslexia, SPD, OCD, etc. Combine these toxins with a 
child that has had an over stressed immune system or any kind of 
trauma, physical or emotional, and your child is set up for a real 
uphill battle. If this is your reality there is still hope for a better and 
brighter future for your child. 

Through specific and guided programs, we can help reduce the 
toxic exposure that could be affecting the brain of your child. This 
isn’t something that is easy to do, yet it has been done and is being 
done with success as mentioned before in this article.  There is a 
way to safely detox your child’s brain and to help remove any 
potential interference from the body’s natural ability to thrive and 
function. 

Allow me to help you take the next step in your journey to helping 
your child unlock better communication, confidence and more 
clarity!
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Ready to get started?

Watch the video below  and then you’re ready to start the 
questionnaires, which is the first step in healing! 

Take me to the questionnaires!
(click here)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qacAGXZovqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qacAGXZovqM
https://jeffreyknightdc.clickfunnels.com/optin23386106
https://jeffreyknightdc.clickfunnels.com/optin23386106
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ABOUT ME and WHY I CARE…
I have the great blessing to be married to an amazing woman and 
am fortunate to have six wonderful children! For me, God and 
family are the most important things in my life. 
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And that is essentially why I do what I do. In fact, I never sought out 
this journey, but Heavenly Father inspired me and invited me to 
take part in helping his children that suffer from neurological 
challenges like ASD, ADD, ADHD, SPD, developmental delays, etc.

It all started when I was in the last semester of school before 
becoming a doctor. I went to a seminar and learned of a doctor who 
was able to help reverse the symptoms of autism in a 3 year old 
boy. When I saw the changes in the boy and learned of how he now 
showed love and affection to his mother for the first time in his life, 
I was deeply touched. 

That’s how God planted the seed in my heart, and since then I have 
been on a journey to discover how to help these types of kids and 
at the same time serve the parents and siblings of these kids that 
struggle. It affects the whole family!

I love to serve and be an instrument in God’s hands to help his 
children find greater hope, peace of mind and confidence and in 
assisting them in becoming the best version of themselves possible!
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